
Warehouse Operations Manager

Casual Furniture World is a family owned and operated business that has been the 
leader of outdoor and casual furniture in the Myrtle Beach market for over 20 years. We 
believe in high quality people, coupled with high quality products and customer service. 
We are seeking a Warehouse Operations Manager, who can safely and efficiently run 
and manage our 6,000 sq. ft. warehouse and lead a team of 2 to 3 assemblers and 
delivery drivers.
Position Responsibilities:

 Assists in the recruitment, management and leadership of 2 - 3 team members
 Uses our POS software to accurately receive and then put away inbound freight
 Properly oversee and participates in the preparation of outbound furniture for 

delivery
 Completes daily operational tasks (housekeeping and checklists)
 Schedules and complete transfers of merchandise between locations
 Maintains a fleet of 2 delivery and service vehicles (Include completed monthly 

safety inspections forms)
 Maintains the physical condition of the warehouse by planning and implementing 

storage layouts and procedures
 Performs inventory cycles counts and manages est. $250,000.00 of merchandise
 Communicates daily with customers regarding delivery schedules

***Please note that this is a "hands-on" position as our Warehouse Operations 
Managers are active in all areas of the warehouse and delivery department including: 
receiving furniture and put-away, assembly and loading of delivery vehicles, and 
occasionally assisting with deliveries. This position requires the ability to stand/walk 6+ 
hours per day and lift 50 to 80 pounds***
Position Requirements:

 Excellent leadership and communication skills
 Valid driver's license, position may require the operation of a light vehicle such as

a box truck, with a capacity of less than 26,000 pounds Gross Vehicle Weight
 Able to work Monday thru Friday and occasional Saturdays when needed
 Criminal background and driving record checks are required
 Must be a team player and willing to work in a team driven environment
 Maintain a clean and safe work environment
 Must be able to withstand high temperatures and humidity in summer months

Experience level:

 Previous leadership experience preferred
 Previous warehouse or delivery experience preferred

More About Us:



Casual Furniture World is a family owned and operated outdoor furniture and casual 
living business since 1985. We are a growing company currently with 3 showrooms in 
Winston Salem, NC, Greensboro, NC and North Myrtle Beach, SC. We are unique in 
that we are vertically integrated with our own private label products and outdoor cushion
manufacturing facility while still carrying all of the industry’s major name brands, 
allowing us to bring the most value and selection for our clients and customers. Learn 
more about us at www.casualfurnitureworld.com.
How to Apply:
If you are a highly motivated individual with a passion for leading and optimizing 
warehouse operations, we invite you to apply for the position of Warehouse Operations 
Manager. We offer a competitive compensation package and opportunities for career 
development within our organization.
If you meet the requirements for this position, we would love to hear from you. Apply 
now to join the CFW team! Please send your resume to 
careers@casualfurnitureworld.com.




